
DRIVE   LOUDSPEAKERS   BY   TWO   POWER   AMP  (BI-POWER) 

“VERTICAL” setup with one single stereo amplifier per speaker 

OUT L OUT R 

+ + - - 

IN L IN R 

OUT L OUT R 

+ + - - 

IN L IN R 

Driving the power amplifier by same signal come from  
Preamplifier:  

First power amp: 

the LEFT input need to connect as output of LEFT of preampli-
fier, the RIGHT input need to connect as output of LEFT (again) 

Second power amp: 

the RIGHT input need to connect as output of RIGHT of pream-
plifier, the LEFT input need to connect as output of RIGHT 

(again) 

Drive the input L by Left 
signal, drive input R by Left 

signal comes from preamp. 

 

 

L E F T 

LEFT SPEAKER RIGHT  SPEAKER 

Drive the input R by Right 
Signal, drive input L by 

Right signal comes from 

preamp. 
 

R I G H T 

“HORIZONTAL” setup with one power amp for HIGH/MEDIUM and second for LOW BASS 

OUT L OUT R 

+ + - - 

IN L IN R 

OUT L OUT R 

+ + - - 

IN L IN R 

Drive the power amp by right output signal from preamplifier: 
Left output to Left input of power amp (for both amplifier) 

Right output to Right input of power amp (for bot amplifier) 

This setup supply the energy control for the two section of spea-
kers system. 

Need a simple setting potentiometer or attenuator at the input of 

each amplifier, or a separate setting output control of preampli-
fier. 

External attenuator, is available in the market, or required the 

products to us. 
 

Connect the output signal  
come from preamp  

 LEFT to LEFT 

and 
RIGHT to RIGHT 

for both amplifier 

LEFT SPEAKER RIGHT  SPEAKER 

Power amp for HIGH 
MEDIUM section 

Power amp for LOW 
BASS section 

This are two setup proposal for driving speakers system by two single stereo power amplifier that make double power drive without change the 
sound quality as driving the speakers system by one amplifier. 

Two setup method are described, the first called “VERTICAL” and second called “HORIZONTAL”. 

By adopting “HORIZONTAL” bi-power is possibile to setting the sensibility of single section: medium bass/ medium high by variable  
potentiometer if your preamplifier have this facility of setting. 

 “VERTICAL” system setup give to your speaker system double power without loosses the quality of your sound. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: you need a preamplifier with double output LEFT-RIGHT ( 4 RCA outputs) 
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AMP 
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This document is only a simple recommendation as to connect two power amp. 

Lector is not responsabile for any inconvenient and damage of products as wrong connection setting. 

If you are not sure to make this setting, ask assiatance to qualified personnel as technician or engineer. 


